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ABSTRACT
The rise of vertical construction in apartments is in the spotlight because it has provided facilities that meet its residents' needs compared to landed houses. Even though it has complete facilities, each unit has a small to large scale room. A unit with a small scale is called a studio, which tends to have a limited area. So the elements of space-fillers such as the form and size of the furniture in the studio unit apartment must accommodate several activities or functions into a particular of furniture. The use of compact, multifunctional, and convertible furniture needs to be utilized considering the unit's limited available space. Compact furniture is multifunctional furniture that is packed close together, neatly, and all components with the required functions have been neatly compacted into a small unit. This study aims to determine the use of compact furniture modules in studio type units in Summarecon's M-Town apartment in Serpong to maximize furniture use in a limited space. The method used is a qualitative descriptive method. Most of the field results implement fixed furniture features in each unit, including studio type units. With space in the studio type units that are very minimalist, multifunctional furniture is needed for efficiency and flexibility in its use. With this research, it is expected to be considered in studio apartment units' interior arrangement to be used as fully as possible.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Decreasing land for urban housing development has become a common issue, especially in Jakarta City, Indonesia. Land availability for landed housing is increasingly scarce while demand for housing is increasing, so vertical development is in the spotlight. The apartment provides complete facilities and affordable access to technology. Besides that, the apartment is usually built in a strategic area near offices, public transport facilities, shopping centers, etc. It is very easy for residents to reach these areas. The principle of an apartment is a small land that can be used as a residence for many people because the building is developed vertically, and the need for a large area makes the apartment very suitable to be built in the middle of the city [1]. In contrast to landed houses, the area of an apartment unit is limited so that there are units with different space functions combined into one room, one of which is a studio type unit. Studio type apartments are known for their limited area so that the elements of space-fillers such as the shape and size of the furniture contained in the studio unit apartment must be able to accommodate several activities or functions into particular furniture. Besides being more efficient, the use of space can also produce a better circulation path for residents [2]. In-studio type apartment units, the use of compact, multifunctional, and convertible furniture needs to be utilized considering that the available space on the unit is quite limited. This is so the room with a small area can be used as much as possible accompanied by appropriate furniture.

2. BACKGROUND
The Studio type apartment is units that only have one multifunctional space. Space can be used as a sitting room, bedroom, and kitchen, originally open without partition. A separate room is only a bathroom [3]. There are extensive limitations on a simple dwelling so that the utilization of residential spaces is generally done by combining several spaces that have a closeness of function. Based on the main activities of the occupants and the equipment or furniture available in simple dwellings, the space requirements in simple dwellings can be grouped into several main room groups, like terraces, living rooms, family rooms, dining rooms, kitchens, bedrooms, bathrooms, and laundry room [4]. Design to meet the demands of efficiency, comfort, and quality today is the application of modular furniture. Modular furniture is one answer to the problem of human needs in confined spaces. This type of furniture is built-in units that can be assembled to meet space and functional requirements [5]. Modularity refers to organizing
components into subgroups. The arrangement of one module can consist of several smaller modules. The difference between modular and non-modular variants is perceived complexity, versatility, ease of use, and ease of maintenance. The components are grouped for a reason, either a function or a life cycle, the product shows modularity [6]. The right furniture used in studio type apartments is convertible furniture, which can change shape, function, or character according to the user's needs at that time. Combining several furniture pieces into one by the similarity of activities or functions can minimize the use of furniture in large quantities in a limited area of apartment units [2].

Furniture is described as a physical property that can be converted (changes from one form to another). The flexibility of furniture can be obtained from a piece of furniture by changing the arrangement or adding other pieces without reducing the room's efficiency, aesthetics, and function [7]. Furniture table and chairs can have multiple functions. A multifunctional table can be used as a dining table, work table, and guest table, while a multifunctional chair can be used as a dining chair, work chair, and guest chair to provide comfort for residents of the apartment [9]. Multifunctional furniture can be modular or can be folded or knocked down. The type of furniture that is designed is multifunctional with a modular system so that the furniture is easy to use anywhere and anytime (flexible), especially in the design of residences and apartments [10]. The benefits of transformable furniture in apartment units, especially small scale, are: (1) save space. Which when finished used or will not be used for a while, each piece of furniture can be folded into smaller or closer to the wall, which effectively provides additional space for other purposes. This can be done anytime quickly and easily without the need for extra time and effort; (2) creative use by having more than one function; (3) freedom in variety, for example, making a multifunctional bed with lots of spare cabinets underneath [11].

3. METHODS

The research method used is a qualitative method presented descriptively. The research focus is in the form of a studio type apartment unit in Tower Carmel, M-Town Residence Summarecon Serpong. This study aims to determine the use of compact furniture modules in studio type units at the M-Town Summarecon apartment in Serpong so that they can maximize the use of furniture in limited space. The field findings are then analyzed by the theory from the literature review so that the final results are obtained as conclusions and suggestions [12].

In this case, the analysis was carried out in the type studio unit room. This is an analysis of space and user needs, then using suitable furniture modules according to users in general with various alternative compact furniture modules assisted by the theoretical references obtained.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Flexural the apartment was built with complete supporting facilities that have been provided to support and facilitate residents in one location. M-Town Residence in Serpong was built by combining residential, office space, and commercial areas with integrated ease of access. The close distance between residences with offices and commercial areas will increase the efficiency of apartment dwellers' time and mobility [13]. In the apartment unit as a place to support residents' lives, there are studio type units with the limited area while the room is required to have a double function.

Figure 1. Plan of M-Town Residence Serpong Source: [13]

At M-Town Residence Serpong consists of 6 towers, namely Avery, Bryant, Carmel, Dakota, Ellis, and Franklin, with the same typical units, like studio type and one-bedroom two bedrooms, and three bedrooms. The focus of this research is in the form of a studio type unit in the Carmel Tower. The studio type unit was chosen because it is a unit with limited space and is quite narrow when there is a placement of furniture that is less efficient and takes up much space.

Figure 2. Layout Unit Studio Type Carmel Tower M-Town Residence Serpong (non-furnish) Source: [13]

From the design side, land limitations do not allow a room to be made for one function, so in terms of space utilization, it must be multifunctional. One room that is used together
is realized with a compact design. Layout and selection of contents must also be efficient, innovative, and smart. Regarding furniture, it is not recommended to buy finished products, if buying ready-made furniture, it is possible to use loose furniture (removable furniture or not per set) with a multifunctional design [14]. M-Town Residence Serpong with studio type units is provided in both furnish and non-furnish conditions. In-studio type units that have not been filled with furniture, only a bathroom, washing or sink area, and balcony are provided. This laying should not be moved in accordance with the policy of apartments or vertical houses in general because it will have an impact on the overall utility of the apartment. Thus, laying on the service area has been formed from the apartment.

Figure 3. Zoning in Studio Type Units Carmel Tower M-Town Residence Serpong
Source: Authors, 2020

Areas in a building can be divided into several main groups, namely public zones, semi-private zone; private zone; very private zone; service zone; circulation zone [15]. Basic activities that must be accommodated in a simple house are sleeping, sitting, eating, cooking, and MCK (eating, washing, toilet) [16]. In M-Town Residence Serpong with studio type units, zoning is divided into four parts, namely: service zones, sleep zones, relaxation zones, and work or study zones. The zones are divided according to the basic activities of users in general in a dwelling.

Figure 4. Area space in Studio Type Units Carmel Tower M-Town Residence Serpong
Source: Authors, 2020

Each space involves certain activities. Therefore the role of each space is also determined by most of the occupants' activity needs. Public spaces for various activities are categorized into 6: sharing or public spaces; workspace; study room; eating and drinking areas; recreation room; and service room [15]. A residential area has consisted of 6 rooms, namely: bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, lounge, equipment room, and space or circulation [17]. At M-Town Residence Serpong studio type units are divided into six areas, namely: kitchen and laundry areas; bathroom area; sleeping area; work or study area; relaxing, entertainment, eating and drinking areas; balcony and clothesline area; also access area. A place needs a lot of fixed furniture that takes up more space and not circulation. Flexibility in housing can be achieved and free up space by applying multifunctional furniture [7].

The use of every corner of the house is presented with furniture. That has multiple functions, which occupy an area to be maximized by combining the function of furniture so that the existing area is not only used for one activity but can be used for other activities when the furniture is no longer used [18]. Multiple functions occur in these areas due to limited space available. Specifically, the relaxing area is the most flexible because it can be adapted to the needs of the occupants. In addition to an area for active activity, a passive area such as a storage area is also needed. In the studio-type unit furniture layout (Figure 4), there is no apparent application of the item storage area due to the limited area available, so the storage area must be combined with other furniture. This can be applied by making the room multifunctional and flexible, supported by the use of compact furniture. The more furniture functions are, the better by keeping in mind the ease of use and the affordable price. However, it must be admitted that design investments with higher prices can result in more efficient, maximum, and representative space utilization [14].

The selection of geometric shapes in the form of a square is intended to utilize every corner that is available in the apartment space so that residents will have more free space in the room [18]. The arrangement or laying of furniture contents is rather close to the wall to create circulation in the room's middle. Each side of the room is easily accessible without any obstacles. The furniture applied is compact and has a double function with a square geometry so that every part can be utilized. The use of vertical space is also applied to minimize the use of horizontal space, which tends to make full and narrow space. The following is an example of an M-Town Residence apartment layout with studio type units along with a recommendation of a double function compact furniture:

Figure 5. Alternative Recommendation Layout 1
Source: Authors, 2020
An alternative recommendation layout 1 (Figure 5) there is a combination of bed furniture, work or study desks, wardrobe, storage stairs, and storage cabinets. This makes the unit have plenty of storage space, which also does not interfere and makes narrow circulation.

Figure 6. View A
Source: Authors, 2020

In view A (Figure 6) the bed is applied above with access via a ladder. Which also functions as a storage area. There is a work or study desk at the bottom of the bed combined with a fairly small wardrobe. Whereas in view B (Figure 6) the leisure area combines the TV Console with a table for eating and drinking. The storage area utilizes a vertical area so that it is more effective and neat in its placement.

Figure 7. View B
Source: Authors, 2020

An alternative recommendation layout 2 (Figure 7) is in the form of a combination of bed furniture, mini TV Console, bench, storage stairs, and storage cabinets. This is a combination where the sleeping area is above, and the entertainment area is below. So the sleeping area and entertainment area can still be put together but not interfere with each other.

Figure 8. Alternative Recommendation Layout 2
Source: Authors, 2020

In view C (Figure 8), the bed is still applied above with access via a ladder, which also functions as a storage area. There is an entertainment area at the bottom of the bed in the form of a mini TV Console and bench that can also be used as a place to relax or eat and drink. While in view D (Figure 8), this area is used for storage in the form of a large enough wardrobe and several upper cabinets, also combined with a table (can be folded when not used anymore) that can function as a place to put goods or become a dining area in accordance with user requirements. This area is dedicated to storage so that limited units can also store a lot of things without interrupting circulation and look messy.

Figure 9. View C
Source: Authors, 2020

Figure 10. View D
Source: Authors, 2020
An alternative recommendation layout 3 (Figure 9) the combination of furniture in the form of a bed, work or study table, and wardrobe. This is a combination where the sleeping area is at the top, and the work or study area is at the bottom. In contrast to alternative 1 (Figure 5) and alternative 2 (Figure 7), which uses storage stairs as access to the sleeping area, alternative layout 3 (Figure 9) only applies a single ladder (optionally made to shift or not as needed).

In view E (Figure 10), the fixed bed is applied above with access via a single ladder. At the bottom of the bed, there is an area that is entirely used as a place to work/study. There is a large enough wardrobe for the storage area. While in view F (Figure 10), this area is as a whole function as an entertainment area with supporting furniture in the form of a TV console and shelves, which are also combined with the upper cabinet as a storage area for goods. The use of modular systems uses an efficient production process, saving labor, time, costs, and optimal absorption of raw materials. In addition, the modular system can also increase the selling value and purchasing power of the people with a more affordable product price.

The design of furniture products uses a knockdown construction system that allows users to install independently or dismantle pairs according to space [19]. Of the three furniture design alternatives above, each area does not have to be arranged with a rigid arrangement of furniture and takes up a lot of space, combining and being useful with different functions without being interrupted. The application of furniture in a vertical area is also very helpful in the arrangement, especially for storage because the area is at the top and rarely touched. Besides being more efficient and not disrupting circulation, compact furniture can also make the room look unique with its visual combination and not boring. Formation and composition development can still be processed to adjust the market needs in accommodating its inhabitants' activities to be more optimal and based on the property owner's budget.

5. CONCLUSION

In contrast to landed houses that provide a lot of space, apartments with studio type units have a limited area, so that the application of unorganized furniture can make the room more cramped and cramped due to goods that are piled up. The compact furniture module is very useful for residences with limited areas such as apartments with studio type units. The longer a person inhabits a place, the more certain things will be. In order not to become a pile of goods that, in addition to damaging the visual space, also interferes with circulation, multifunctional furniture can be applied. The use of vertical areas is also very helpful in getting around the limited space. Area arrangement can also be more flexible and do not have to be fixed in one area, such as a sleeping area combined with an entertainment area or work or study area without interfering with each other. Combining the area with compact furniture can be a solution for a room with a small-scale occupancy that guides many functions. The room can be used as much as possible, and pay attention to ease of use and affordable prices. The formation of compact furniture can vary according to market needs and budget considerations from property owners. In this case, the design investment is higher but can result in more efficient and maximum space utilization.
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